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PREFACE

This Memorandum should be of interest to those in the Air Force

community who are concerned with long-range problems in the transition

from manual to more automated control systems.

The research described in this Memorandum grew out of studies

of the Tactical Air Control System in the Logistics Systems Labora-

tory at The RAND Corporation. Reported here are the technological

and philosophical bases for a novel concept in decision systems.

Extensions of the analytical and experimantal results obtained to

date are planned for incorporation into a system capable of being

evaluated ýn the Laboratory. While these efforts have concentrated

on a parti.:ular problem in the use of tactical air power, similarly

conceived syetems may have a wide range of application in other areas

o& management And command.

*1
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SUMMARY

This M!wmrandum teviews work zompleted on a value-judgment-based

Tactical Air Command System. In (ombined Army-Air Force operations,

it is the responsibility of the Direct Air Support Center to dispatch

missions in response to requests for immediate close air support.

The system should be prepared to carry out this function when aircraft

available for sorties are limited relative to demands, and there is

considerable variability in the military worth of fulfilling different

requests that are received.

A Judged Utility Decision Generator (JUDGE) for allocatIng

missions to requests is proposed for use in this environment. JUDGE

is predicated on two notions: that the value judgments (estimation

of military worth associated with requests) can be made explicitly

and in real time by appropriately trained personnel, and that the

system ought to maximize the aggregate utility over the dispatching

decivions that it makes. Input to the system is a forecast, in prob-

abiliatic terms, of demands ovcr a day; constraints derived from

the number of aircraft to be used; and the distribition of turnaround

times. The day is divided into a number of short periods, and sorties

are allocated as available for use in each period. As each requeat

is received, JUDGE makes a dispatching decision based on the judged

utility of the request, kill probability data, the number of sorties

remaining in the period, and the time.

Preparatory to building JUDGE and giving it value inputs, an

experiment was run with 40 college students to determine the best

procedure for asking human subjects for value judgments. The stu-

dents appraised one set of data using three procedures--ratio, dif-

ference, and direct estimation. The difference method elicited the

most accurate value responses. Based on these results, a response

scale was developed and used in the first study of the system. This

was a war-game situation in which experienced military personnel

judged mission requests and made dispatching decisions for both the

proposed system and one similar to t-.dir current operations. The

- -~----,-.
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results of this field study demonstrate JUDGE's super!-rity over a

simulated current system, as measured by an e.xpected utility criterion.

Concluding sections of the MemoranLum identify characteristics

of judgment-based command systems, and aLscuss logical implications of

such charicteristLcs for system evaiuation. It is felt that all com-

mand systems must be based on explicit or implicit value judgments,

that it. is better if these judgments are explicit and if formal

decision-theoretic algorithms are used to translate them into deci-

sions, and that systems based on sucti judgments and algorithms are

self-valLdating.

4
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I. INTiUDUCTION

The purpose of this Memorandum is to review -ark completed on a

value-judgment-based Tactical Air Comand system. The problem of in-

terest is this: a tactical commander must decide whether to grant a

particular request for immediate close air support, or to deny it on

the grounds that he must conserve resources to fulfill a possible later

request of greater importance. We have assumed that resources (missions

available for close air support) are seriousl) limited relative to

demands and that there is a wide range of importance in the requests.

Whether or not these assumptions characterize current Air Force oper-

ations, they do describe circumstances in which a tactical command

system should be prepared to function. Since our proposed system is

based on judged values or utilities, we have called it a Judged Utility

Decision Generator (JUDGE).

This Memorandum begins by summarizing the aspects of the TAC con-

trol problem that are relevant to our proposed system, and the present

solution to that problem. Section III presents a set of formal rules

for making mission-dispatching decisions. These rules assume that nu-

merical measures are available for evaluating possible mission outcomes.

They first translate values of mission outcomes into values of the missions

themselves; a solution to the problem of predicting the effecLiveness

of missions is crucial to that translation. Next, the rules specify a

procedure for making dispatching decisions based on mission values; the

procedure responds to fluctuations in arrival rates of requests having

various values.

How the numbers representing outcome values are obtained makes

no difference to the formal rules for using them, so long as they have

the usual numerical properties of measurements. But we assume that

expert judges should ordinarily supply such numbers. Section IV

presents a small experiment comparing numbers obtained by several

judgmental procedures; the data indicate that one procedure is clearly

preferable to the others, and that the numbers so obtained compare

well with "correct" numbers (available in this experiment but not in

TAC control system settings). Thereafter we discuss a field study
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which incorporated this procedure and was the first test of a JUJGE

system. Used i- the study were experienced Air Force ofiicer sti-jeccs

who made value judgments about mission outcomes in a verbally-described,

realistic, limited-war setting.

The designs both of JUDGE and of procedures for evaluating and

refining it illustrate some general principles concerning the design

and -,valuation of judgment-based command systems. Since our views on

this topic seem radical to us, and since we know of no published Pre-

sentation of similar views, we conclude this Memorandum with a rat!er

extensive, abstract discussion of the problem and our opinions ab9ut

its solutions.
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II. THE TAC COtITROL PROBLEM-

)ed, The Tactical Air Command (TAC) has nunerous operational aiscions

to perform includipg air defense, counter air, interdiction, assaulT,

airlift, reconnaissance, ana close air support. Close air support

(CAS) missions use tactical aircraft in direct and immediate response

to requests for support from ground forces. A special agency, the

Direct Air Support Center (DASC), controls strike aircraft on CPS

missions. The DASC controls aircraft assigned to it by the Fragmen-

tary Operations Order (frag order) written each day by the comand

organization of the Tactical Air Commander. The DASC is collocated

with the Tactical Operations Center (TOC) of the Army, to facilitate

TAC-Army coordination.

Requests are made from .hie field by the Forward Air Controller

(FAC) over the Tactical Air Request Plet. The FAC is an Air Force

fighter pilot stationed with the ground troops. He knows the capa-

bility of the aircraft and of the weapons they carry, and can advi3e

the ground commarder about feasibilities of missions or can suggest

the use of air in cases where the ground commander might not other-

wise consider it. The FAC transmits Army requests for CAS to the

DASC; these requests are approved or disapproved by each echelon of

Army command between the requester and the TOC. Each of these inter-

mediate Army commands has an Air Liaison Officer to help with the

approval decisions.

The DASC has the authority to communicate with air bases and

send strike aircraft on missicns specified by an Army-approved re-

quest. Whether the final decirion to fulfill a request is made pri-

marily by the Air Force or by the Army depends mostly on the person-

alities of the individuals involved. Doctrine says that when the

request gets to the DASC, it has become a requirement and must be

saLisfied if it is within that organization's capability. If all

requests for CAS could be satisfied immediately, the DASC's main

function would be sti.tus recording and communications; it would be

necessary only to send the aircraft off and follow them to make sure

that they go to the target and do what they are supposed to do.
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But TAC must be prepared to function in situations where maay more

demands are placed on its resources than can be satisfied. In that

case,a TAC control system for CAS must consider every request as it

j arrives and decide whether it will be fulfilled or whether planes

will be withheld for use in response to a possibly more important

future request.

This sketch of the TAC control problem highlights two difficult

tasks that a TAC control system should perform. The first is evalua-

ting the relative importance of each request; the second is predicting

the arrival of future, more important requests. If all requests

are equai or nearly equal in importance, then a firdt-coce-first-

served policy will be as good as any other, and to allocation problem

exists. If requests vaty in importance, hit nothing whatever can

be said about the likelihood of future, more impcrtant requests,

then although firnt-come-first-served is not a good policy, no better

one seems feasible. Note, however, that the value problem has logL-

cal priority over r.. predict'on problem. What musto be predicted

is not merely the arrival of future requests, but the arrival of

future requests more important than the one now being considered; such

a prediction is impossible unless the importance of each request can

be measured at least roughly.

In current TAC field operations, the importance of each request

is, in principle, evaluated by means of a priority number assigned to

the request by the requester. Requests transmitted to the DASC are

seldom assigned less than priority "1" by their originators. The in-

formal rules specify that you should not ask for air support unless

yOU really need it; if you do need it, you want to be sure that your

request is attended to. This procedure, of course, makes the prior-

iLy assignment system meaningless.

i' j A closely related problem is the self-adaptation of demand for

CAS to the supply of airplanes. Requesters all listen to the network

4 on which requests are made; if no planes are available at a given

time, no requests are made. Apparently, informal social pressures

discourage unfulfillable requests. Trhis phenomenor would not occur,

we believe, in any environment in which TAC's resources were less
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overwhelmingly abundant relative to the need for them than is the case

in typical exercises.

Even in the preqent abundant environment, this self-adaptive

mechanism has three regrettable features. A larger supply of requests

would provide more intelligence information to higher headquarters.

It would permit higher level Air Force and Army coamanders, rather

than requesters in the field, to evaluate relative importance of po-

tentLal requests. And it would reduce the chances that the man whose

urgent need develops relatively late in the day, after almost all of

the day's missions have been flown or assigned, will have to do with-

out needed CAS. So the essence of our proposal is that requests

should be encouraged and that procedures based on value jadgpents

should be ubed to determine which requests should be fulfilled and

which should not.

A plane and pilot may fly several GAS missions in a day. How

many such missions they can fly depends on the nature of each mission

and on the turnaround time for the plane, which may vary from 30

minutes to many days. At present, the frag order specifies that the

DASC will have a certain number of sorties available at the beginning

of the day and additional sorties available at specified times there-

after. TAC bases are responsible for turning their planes and pilots

around sufficiently fast to provide the nissions specified in the

frag crder. This rigid procedare does not allow unplanned variations

in the number and nature of missions assigned early in the day to in-

fluence the number of missions available later--though in practice

the rystem operates more flexibly than the formal description implies.

A TAC control system should be designed to consider explicitly how the

number and nature of early missions, whether anticipated or not, in-

fluence later availability of aircraft when DASC is deciding on early

mission assignments.

I
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III. THE LOGICAL DESIGN OF JUDGE

This section presents a set of formal rules that accept as inputs

statements about the values of various possible mission outcomes, past

experience with incidences of requests having various values, and plane

availability. Outputs are dispatching decisions and predictions about

future plane availability. Empirical questions about the availability

of inputs are not a concern here. We assume that values will in general

be made available by exploiting expert human judgment, that past

experience with requests will be available, and that infcrmation of

a specified nature about plane availability will be available.

Section IV examines procedures for obtaining value judgments.

In the following discussion, we assume that value should be

maximized. For us, this assumption has somewhat the status of an

axiom; the philosophical discussion at the end of this Memorandum

examines it and its implications to some extent. We also assume that

under conditions of uncertainty, expected value should be maximized.

The notion of expected value maximization as a criterion of optimal

risky decision-making has far too long a history to summarize here.

For an elementary discussion, see Edwards (1954). For situations in

which the so-called gambler's ruin problem does not arise, we know

of no alternative rule for risky decision-making that deserves con-

sider&t ion.

JUDGE's inputs include values of targets that might be attacked,

probabilities that attacks will destroy their targets, and number of

planes available. To make dispatching decisions, it considers the

value of sending one or more planes and thus of perhaps destroying

the target, and the cost resulting from the fact that if the planes

are sent against this target, they will not be available to send

A against other targets later. In order to evaluate this cost of later

ilk unavailability, JUDGE must consider future requests and future plane

"availability. JUDGE's outputs are forecasts concerning future plane

availability and dispatching decisions. The computations that trans-
form its inputs into its outputs are complicated. A technical but

nonsymbolic summary of their nature follows.

4
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To make computation possible, JUDGE divides time into a sequence

of discrete periods called horizons. (It makes no difference to the

foruclities how long a horizon is; we tend to think of it as one or

two hours.) The crucial point about horizons is that new planes, or

planes turned around after earlier missions, become available for use

only at the beginning of each horizon; the supply of planes within a

horizon is taken as fixed. This oversimplification permits a compu-

tationally and intellectually convenient division of the problem into

two parts: the dispatching problem and the planning problem. The

dispatching problem is exclusively concerned with the decisions made

within one horizon regarding aircraft assignment; the planning problem
is concerned with both the process of planning a day's activities
(importdnt, for example, for maintenance planning purposes) and the

task of supplying to the dispatching algorithm some numbers that tie

together the several horizons that make up a day.

Within one horizon, the only decision to be made is how many

planes, if any, to send in response to each request. Each request

comes with two kinds of information attached: a value for destroying

the target, and a number, or perhaps a function, that represents the

effectiveness of planes against the target. The dispatching rule

knows how many planes it has available for use in the remainder of

the horizon, and ft has a basis for estimating the arrival rates of

requests with various values.

To use this information, the dispatching rule calculates an

expected gain or loss for each possible number of planes that might

be sent. The expected gain of sending no planes is zero. The

expected gain of sending one or more depends on the target's value,

the probability that the planes being sent will kill the target, and

the cost of the lost opportunity to use those planes against some

later target. Calculating this opportunity loss is complicated, and

depends on the forecasted arrival rates for requests of various

values. Among the various available dispatching decisions, the one

with the highest expected value is selected. Increases in mission

value, in supply of planes, and approach of the end of the horizon

all increase the willingness of the system to dispatch a plane.



The dispatching rule operates withýi a horizon; the planning

problem is concerned v'ith the interreiai,4ons among horizons. The

output of the planning algorithm is a forecast of the number of

sorties to be available in each horizon. T1hs forecast permits the

dispatching rule to find out the value of planes left over at the end

of a horizon. They are obviously valuable, since they can be used

during the next horizon. But they obviously lose value at the horizon

boundary, since ismediately before the boundary they are all the

resources the system has, while after it the system nas been supplied

with a specified additional number of planes. Their value in the new

horizon is simply the expected value of the additional =tssions they

make possible in the next horizon, taking into account tIe fact that

the end of the next horizon might conceivably also find planes sitting

on the ground unused. The expected number of planes to be resupplied

at the beginning of each horizon must be calculated, and this deoends

on the dispatching decisions made in previous horizons. The compu-

tations begin with a list of numbers, which in essence predicts the

number of sorties to be flown during each horizon. This prediction

raflects actual past dispatching decisions and forecasts future ones.

This prediction is updated periodically by a lineae programming

procedure to reflect changes based on actual experience with requests

and actual previous dispatching decisions. The updating will probably

be done once per horizon, depending on how much condition- turn out

to differ from those planned for, how much computer time is available

for a rather demanding calculation, and so on.

The procedure taken as a whole is suboptimal in a number of ways,

and depends on a number of special assumptions. However, it should

be a good first approximation. As it becomes desirable to improve on

it, it will be possible to change parts of the procedure piecemeal,

or to add other features not now included.

THE DISPATCHING RULE

The dispatching portion of JUDGE is developed under a set of
Alf assumptions concerning the resources, admissible decisions, request

7 process, target values, and mission effectiveness measures. These

assumptions are described in the following paragraphs.

I. - -
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Resources

The aircraft to be used over a horizon are all of the same type

and loading, and are completely interchangeable. Situations involving

collections of nonhomogeneous aircraft, in which the substitutability

of one type for another depends on the target, would require the state

variable representing inventory of remaining sorties to be multi-

dimensional.

Admissible Decisions

The requests JUDGE handles are of the "as soon as possible" vari-

ety, and it is assumed that a dispatching decision is made iuuediately

upon receipt of each request. The only admissible decisions consist

of assigning to the mission a number of sorties, between zero and the

number of remaining sorties. Collecting requests or delaying action

on marginal requests is not permitted.

The Request Process

The arrival of requests over time is assumed governed by a Poisson

process with a known rate of X requests per hour. The substance of thts

assumption is that over a very small time interval of length h, the

probability is: (1 - hh) + o(h) that there will be no requests;

kh + o(h) that there will be one request; and negligible that there will

be two or more requests. (The symbol o(h) means a quantity very small

relative to h.) These probabilities are independent of any events that

may occur outside the h-interval under consideration. The request rate

will be taken as a constant over any particular horizon, although allow-

ing X to vary over the horizon could easily be incorporated into the

calculation if dependence of X on time could be estimated.

In the absence of evidence, this Poisson hypothesis provides a

plausible assumption regarding the arrival of requests. Certain mathe-

matical results indicate that the Poisson process is an appropriate

model if there are many potential requesters acting independently.

(See, for example, Cox and Smith, 1954.)

Mission Value Functions

Associated with each request is a mission value function that speci-

fies an immediate reward for each act that could be taken in response
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to the request. Let v be the judged value of destroying the target,

and let 11(x) be the extent to which a mission of x sorties can be ex-

pected to achieve the desired effect. The mission value function,

u(x), is taken to be the product:

u(x) - vl(x) for (x - 0,1,2,...).

For a target occupying a small area that could be destroyed by

a single attacking aircraft, it is reasonable to propose that

TO(x) - 1 - (1 - OX.

where p is the probability that one aircraft will be successful. Then

the formula above represents the probaoility that not all x airplanes

miss the target. The parameter, p, depends on many factors relating

to the target, aircraft, weapons, and tactics, but current technology

is sufficiently well developed to provide reasonable values. In an

implementation of JUDGE, it is possible that p might also be obtained

through the judgment of qualified personnel.

As a result of this form for q(x), the mission value functions

have the desirable properties that the marginal utility of sending

an additional plane decreases for increasing x, and that the reward

for not responding to a request is zero.

With targets of significant area, say troops dispersed over a

region the size of a football field, the effectiveness function should

reflect the degree to which the target is covered by lethal ordnance.

By making some coarse assumptions, the same simple form for J(x) can

be rationalized. Let T dencte the target area, let L represent the

lethal area of the weapons a single aircraft deposits on the target,

and let p1 be the probability that a plane successfully hits the

rarget. If we subdivide the target into areas of size L and assume

that a plane hitting the target hits any particular subdivision with

probability L/T, then the probability that any subdivision is killed

is pI(L/T). The probability that any particular subdivision is killed

by an at.ack of x aircraft is then given by

(x) - (1- p)

I

,,.' .... .



where

If

L p Pi

and this is also the total expected portion of the target destroyed.

Sensitivity to the number of sorties can be varied by introducing

a second parameter and wr-ting the mission effectiveness formulas as

AWx 1•( -) px.

We have explored hypothetical effectiveness functions generated

this way with a in the range of 0.8 to 1.4. Although we offer no

interpretation for the extra parameter, a function of this form should

be capable of fitting a wide variety of effectiveness functions that

night be derived from very detailed analyses. For simplicity we shall

assume that the mission effectiveness functions are specified by the

choice of a single parameter, p.

In order to keep in mind that the mission value function dependsa

on both the estimated target value and the parameter of the effective-

ness function, a mission value function will be indicated by u(x:v,p).

In developing the dispatching rule, the target values and effec-

tiveness parameters will be treated aj random variables. Since these

variables may very well be correlated, we shall indicate a marginal
distribution for target values and a conditional distribution for
effectiveness parameters. Denoting the two random variables by V and

P, respectively, define:

7!(v) - Prob(V S v),

and

G(plv) - Prob(P C p -V - v).

These distributions are assumed known; the forecasting problem will

be discussed in the followitng subsection.

IJ
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Derivation of the Dispatching lkile

Within a horizon, thie state of the system may be described by

specifying the number, n, of reaining sorties available for dispatch-

ing and the amount of time, t, left until the horizon is over. The

cost associated with dispatching sorties is achieved by attributing a

value, V (t), to being in the state (n,t). This value is a measure of
U

the total expected utility associated with the dispatching decisions

to be made over the remaining t hours of the horison when there are n

sorties that can be used. Then the price of x sorties in the state

(nt) is Wn(t) - Vn~x(t)-

If a request having attributes v and p is received uhen the state

is (n,t), the best decision is to choose the value of x. (x - 0,1,,..,n),

that yields the maximum difference between reward and cost, the value

of x that maximizes

u(x:v,p) + W (t) - W (t).

Since the decision does not affect the last term in the above expres-

sion, it may be dropped. The 4uantity

max (u(x:v,p) + Wn(t))

represents the sum of the immediate reward and the value of the state

resulting from the best decision in the event that a request with

characteristics v and p is received when the system is in state (n,t).

Under the notion that the target value and effectiveness functions

associated with a request are selected randomly, the expected value of

the rewatc' ilus the value of the state resulting from the action taken

when a request arrives at state (n,t), is

ffmax [u(x:v,p) + W (t)) dF(v) dG(pjv).

vp

Aw Taking h to be a very small number, suppose that there are n

"sorties available in a horizon that ends in t+h hours. Given that a

request arrives in the next h hours, the expression above represent-"

the value of state (n,t + h). On the other hand, if there are no

-f
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requests in the small time interval, the sum of the expected rewards

to be earned ovex the t + h hours is tne same as that for the slightly

shorter horizon of length t hours, and then n (t + h) = Wn(t). By

assumption, the probabilities of a request and no request in the small
interval are, respectively, Ah and (1 - 1h). Weighting the two

expressions for n (t + h) by the corresponding probabilities gives
n!

W (t + h) -(I - 1h) U (t)
n n

+ kh ff max u(x:vp) + W (t)) dF(v) dG(plv).
I nx

vp

Following the standard procedure of subtracting U (t) from both
U

sides of the equation, dividing by h, and then taking limits as h

becomes small, we obtain the differential equation:

t + XWn(t) - X max (u(x.v,p) + Wnx (t)) dF(v) dG(plv),
dt n ftf

vp

which will be referred to as the "value equation." For any horizon,

a series of these equations are solved recursively starting with
n - 1 and going up to the number of sorties allocated for use in the

horizon. The recursive solution is neceasary because for any value

of n, the solution depends on the W (t) functions for a < n.

The particular solutions depend on a set of boundary conditions
as follows: the notion that the utility of no sorties available at

any time is zero is embodied in the boundary condition

WO(t) - 0 for (t k 0).

In addition, a boundary condition is needed for each value of n

considered to specify the value of having n sorties left over when
the horizon ends. For the last horizon, leftover sorties are useless

so that in this special case i. would be reasonable to impose the

conditions:

I 5

- - -.
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V (0) - 0 for (a 1,2,...).
Ia

For other horizons, bomudary values should be related to the marginal

value of haviug additional sorties available in the following horizon.

The use of these boundary values to connect one horizon with the

following one will be discussed under planning.

The dispatching rule itself is a byproduct obtaired in solving

the value equations, and consists of a table of the optimizing x's

as functions of the parameters v, p, n, and t. lowever, in an Iqmple-

mentation of JUDGE, it would be more practical to retain just the

solutions, % (t), as a two-dimensional table vLth sowm suitable grid

for the time parameter. Then the optimizing decisions for any v and

p combination could be readily computed as re.quired.

A fruitful way of characterizing the dispatching rule is to

define Rx(n,t) as the set of points (v,p) such that the optimal choice

is to dispatch x sorties for a request with attributes v and p received

when the system state is (n,t).

A boundary point between R (n,t) and R (n,t) may be determined

by fixing p and solving for the value of v that yields the same total

of immediate expected reward plus expected value of the resulting

state when either x-I or x sorties are dispatched. That is, for a

particular mission effectiveness funct,.on J(x) (which is determined

by the choice of p) solve for the value of v that satisfies

vI(x-l) + V.x+l(t) - vj(x) + .x(t).

, i The solution, denoted by v is

d .n-x+l M)- Wn~x(t)
Vx %(x) - rj(x-l)

For v < v it is better to send x-I sorties; for v > v sending x

sorties is the preferred action. That is, v is the minimum value of

v for which x soLties would be dispatched for a request whose mission

success paramet~er is p and the state is (n~t).

I
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Some care muat be taken because the sequence of v 'a obtainedI
in tOP, way say not be increasing. It could happen that v+1 - v

Suc. - 'ersal would indicate that there is no value of v such that

,-tspatchiug x sorties is the optimal action. Then the choice is

between x-I and x+l, and a new value of vx 1 must beo determined as

-" x+l(t) - 1(x-l(t)

Now it must be checked that vx+1 > V X.. If not, m -1 sorties would

never be dispatched, and vX+ 1 must be recomputed by comparing the

results of dispatching x-2 and x+l sorties, provided that x 1 2.

This checking and recomputing process continu*e. unt4.1 either there

are no more reversals or we have found the point on the boundary of

R0 (n,t) and

To illustrate how the sets R1 (n,t) might look on the (v,p) plane,

Fig. 1 was constructed for the mission value function u(x:v,p) -

v(l - (1-p) 1 ). The values of V (t) were taken from a numerical example

whose solutions to the value equations are shown in Fig. 2, see page 20.

To generate the curves of Fig. 1, n waf chosen to be 20, while t

was set at 2.0 at the end of horizon 1. It was assumed that only

even numbers of sorties would be sent on any mission, so that for

any p, v1 was calculated from

W2 2 .x(t) W20.x(t)
v (.)_ (t-P) for x - 2,4,...,10.

(l-p) (-(lp)x

These curves reflect the notion that the higher the value of

the request, for a fixed parmseter, p, the more sorties we are willing

to expend in an effort to achieve success. The general U-shape of

the regions in Fig. 1 are attributable to the behavior of 1(x) as a

fumction of p. For missions of constant v, the additional expected

reward for dispatching an additional aircraft is proportional to

j(x+l) - J(x). As a function of p, this difference increases for

small values of p, reaches a maximum, depending on x, and then

decreases. Suppose that the optimum action were to send x sorties

*1
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on 3 mission with value v and some small success parameter, p. If

p were a bit larger, the additional reward for sending another air-

craft might be great enough to justify another, according to our

expected value criterion. But if p is large, the improvement in

reward to be gained by another aircraft is insensitive to changes

in p. In the limiting case where p - 1, there would never be any

reason for dispatching more than one aircraft.

If n were smaller or t were larger, the region Rx(n,t) would

be moved upward, because under these the price of sorties would be

higher.

The value equation may be written in terms of the regions,

Yt(n,t), as

dW (t) f1'
dnt + X f" di(v) dG(plv W (t)
dt dF'P) v)I (v,p)¢

Ro(n,j)

n

Sf [ u(x:v,p) + W _x(t)] dF(v) dG(plv).(n
x-1 (v p)c

Rx~(n, t)

Approximate Solutions to the Value Equation

Even with the simplest assumptions about the forms of u, F, and G,

it would be difficult to obtain exact solutions to the value equation

because the coefficient of W (t) and the right-hand side are complicated

functions of t. A simple and satisfactory solution to the problem is

available by approximating the true solutions with step functions.

To compute approximate solutions, the time horizon is divided

into increments of length A, and approximate values of Wn (t) are

determined at the points A, 2A, 3A, ... , under the assumption that

W n(t) is constant over the half-open interval [JA,(J+I)4). Let the

approximating value for Wn(t) for t cEJA,(J+l)A) be denoted by n(JA).

In carrying out tLe computations, one would start with j - 1 and

calculate W (A) for each n from 1 up to the maximum value desired.

m
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Then j would be stepped and the process repeated, calculating the

I~(2A) values, etc.

Consider the computation of 0 n(J+1)A]. The quantities, I(JA),
n o

(m - 0,1,...,n) have already been obtained and are stored. Since the

S(t)'s are taken to be constant over the A interval, the decision

rule is constant over the interval also. The sets, (n,j), of points,

(v,p), such that x sorties would be dispatched may be determined. For

v-ttational convenience define:

auk[,l - ff dF(v) dG(plv)]~
v, p) e

R,0(n,j)

n

x-1 (v,p)g
fix n, j)

It is understood that a and 0 are specific for particular n and J.

They may be evaluated numerically by placing grids over the domains

of v and p. According to the approximation scheme, they too are

constant over the A interval, and the approximate form for the value

equation is

dO (t)

ST ~~+ oW2(t) - 3

.n

The solution to this equation is

* . •n(t) - ce' +

:1 iwhere c is an arbitrary constant. The constant is evaluated from the

boundary condition supplied by the known value of Wn(JA). Thus,

c-

c-[n(A
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and Wn((J+l)AJ is given by the recursive relationship:

n[(J+1)AIT 0 n(A)-• e"vA +

The estimates of W (t) obtained by this method will be smaller

than the true values. Upper bounds can also be obtained by using

S's at (j + 1)A rather than JA in the computation of a and 8. Inm

developing the Rx(nj) sets, a preliminary estimate of (nC(j + 1)A]

is required (this is what we are trying to compute), but this can be

done by extrapolating from W values associated with surrounding

combinations of j and m. It is not difficult to develop compromise

schemes that give estimates between the upper and lower bounds. All

such variations, including the upper and lower bounds, are asympto-

tically correct (for large t) so that there is good control over error.

Accuracy is improved by making A small, but the amount of computation

varies directly with the number of points on the time grid. Computa-

tional experience has shown that some refinement in the method of

choosing replacements !or the W (JA)'s for use in computing o and

can make up for a rather coarse grid.

Figure 2 displays approximate solutions to the value equation

for two horizons covering the last four hours t, a day. The time

scale is in hours remaining, and the boundary between the two horizons

is at 2.0 hours. In both horizons, the number of available aircraft

was set at 20 (curves for odd numbers of remaining sorties have been

omitted). Since time 0 represents the end of the flying day, the

boundary conditions were set to reflect zero value for any unused

sorties at time 0. The boundary values for the next earlier horizon

(horizon 2) were set in accordance with the conclusions reached in

the next subsection. Additional details about the specific example

used to generate the data in Fig. 2 are given at the end of Sec. III.

Models similar to the one presented in this section have been

published by Kincaid and Darling (1963) and Kaufman (1963).

I!

*1
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Time remaining (t)

Fig. 2 -- Example solutions tc the Value Equation
for two horizons at end of day
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us PLANNING TECHNIQVE

The purpose of the planning portion of JUDGE is to set values

for the number of sorties available at the beginning of each horizon.

The planning computation will probably be done once per horizon. For

specificity, the following paragraphs describe procedures appropriate

for the fi.rst such calculation of the day; minor modifications are

required for subsequent updatings.

In our notational scheme, the horizons will be numbered from the

last occurring (horizon number 1) to the earliest. Such "backward

numbering" is slightly more convenient than numbering horizons in

their natural sequence and is analogous to our use of "t" in the

previous discussion to represent the time remaining in a horizon.

If there are r horizons in the flying day, the result of the planning

stage is an r-dimensional vector y - (yl, y2, ""' yr), where the ith

component represents the number of sorties planned to be available

when the ith horizon begins. These numbers will not be exactly

realized because the results of the dispatching procedure and the

aircraft recovery are subject to uncertainty, and because the plan-

ning technique is based on certain approximations.
Since we must now consider a number of horizons, the W n(t)

functions will be superscripted with the appropriate horizon indices.

Thus--w%(t) will be the expected value of the state (n,t) in the ith

horizon. Also let the length of the ith horizon bc denoted by ti.

In developing the plan, we assume that there is a fixed number,

s, of aircraft that are to be used for close air support during the

day. The object is to determine y, subject to restrictions about

the number of sorties that can be flown, that maximizes the quantity:

r

iFaW (ti).

This objective function is appropriate since one term in the sum

represents the total expected value of the sorties available within

the associated horizon. Then the sum over horizons is a measure of

the expected value to be gained from the allocation y.

- -

I
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It is clear that the planning technique should depend on the dis-

* patching procedure, because it is Impossible to plan without taking

into account the effects of the dispatching method. This dependence is

evident in our choice of objective function. On the other hand, the

dispatching rule depends on the planning technique in the computation

of the V I(t) functions. As discussed pieviously, the dispatching rule
n th

for the ith horizon depends on the boundary conditions •imO, for

(n = 1,2,...,y).

The issue is: what should these boundary conditions be? Taking

them to be zero is unsatisfactory because this would place an unrealis-

tically low price on missions at the end of the horizon. Another

alternative is to make the value of n sorties at the end of a horizon

the same as the value of n sorties at the beginning of the next horizon.

That is, to set "iVt O0 - --•t. But this would place too high a pricenhtst
on missions at the end of the (i+l) horizon in view of the imminent

resupply.

Since unused sorties can be carried over to the next horizon, the
boundary values should reflect their expected utility in the next

horizon. Suppose that the planned number of availAble sorties for the
ith horizon is Yi" Then the boundary conditions for the next earlier

horizon should be

ni+l (0) - Wyi (ti) W I(ti)

The right-hand side of this equation is a measure of the additional

utility of n sorties brought from the (i+l)st horizon to the next.

Suppose that there are n sorcies still ileft h hours before the

end of the (i+l)st horizon, where h is a very small number. The cost

of dispatching x sorties under these conditions would be

i+l 1+1 Li W~t) y+~i w(i ]

Syi (t) - i (t)ySni"y+-

4 F ,
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Thus, this way of setting the boundary conditions satisfies our in-

tuitLve feeling that the cost of x sorties should be continuous across

horizon boundaries.

The interdependeace between planning and dispatching suggestq

that the plan be arrived at by an iterative procedure such aa the

following. The computation is begun with an initial guess at the

allocation vector z- Based on this starting point, the values

W, (ti), associated with various numbers (say from I to s) of available

sorties at the start of each horizon are calculated by the dispatching

rule computation for use in the objective function of the planning

algorithm (still to be described). The planning algorithm gives a

new y vector that satisfies the sortie availability constraints and

maximizes the objective function.

However, the boundary conditions used to calculate the __•(ti)

values depend upon the original y vector. If the new allocation is

very different from the original, the Wa( ti) values corresponding

to the new allocation might differ considerably from the original

set of values, so that the new allocation would not really be optimal.

The solution is to calculate the new set of end-of-horLzon values

based on the new allocation and use them in the planning algorithm

to obtain a third allocation. This iterative procedure could be

carried out until two successive allocations are fairly close.

Although there has not yet been any computational experience, the

convergence should be rapid and it is doubtful that the process of

recalculation would be (or should be) carried out more than once.
This conjecture is supported by numerical results indicating that

end-of-horizon values are not very sensitive to the boundary conditions

from which they were obtained. (Compare the sets of end-of-horLzon

values for the two horizons in Fig. 2. The only difference between

the horizons is in the boundary conditions.)

One difficulty arises in deriving the boundary conditions for a

horizon from the end-of-horizon values of the next later horizon.

To allow a full range of possibilities for the y vector, the planning

algorithm should be supplied with values -W(t ) running from 1 to u

for each of the r horizons. It is natural to take all s boundary

Sw
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values for the last horizon to be zero. The boundary values for the

next to last horizon (horizon 2) depend on the current y, since we

take W2(O) -V 1y(t W I (t). This provides only s-y1 boundary

values for horizon 2. Continuing in this way, we would be able to

calculate only s-yl-y2 boundary values for horizon 3, and so on. A

satisfactory way to avoid running out of boundary conditions is to set

the missing boundary values for a horizon equal to the highest legitimate

value available from the previous horizon. For example, in horizon 2 take

tdm(O)W (O)W( t 1 ) - -(t) for (m-
s -y1  s 5

A Planning Algorithm

The vector, y, which is chosen to maximize

r

~W i(ti

is subject to constraints that reflect the limited number, s, of air-

craft and the distribution of takeoff-to-ready times. The planning

algorithm could be formulated as a stochastic programming problem, but

such a formulation would be hopeless from the computational standpoint.

Therefore, we shall retreat by writing the constraints in terms of ex-

pected values.

Since we are operating as though resupply occurs only at discrete

points in time, a discrete representation of the takeoff-to-ready time

distribution will be used. The most useful form in which to express

the distribution is achieved by defining:

qij - Prob(an a/c launched in horizon j will not become ready

by horizon i) for (i < j, J 2

qjj 1 1 for (J - l1...,r)

The double subscript notation allows us to specify a different distribu-

tion for each launching horizon (j) if necessary. This will be necessary

if the horizons are not all of the same length. For each J, there is a
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distribuLion of takeoff-to-ready times. Then qj is the sun of the

tail of the distribution u r hcrizons occurring later than i (horizons

with indices less than i). Setting qjj - I is equivalent to assuming

that an aircraft cannot be used twice within one horizon.

For planning purposes, assume that all sorties made available

within a horizon will actually be used during that horizon. Since

JUDGE is intended for use under conditions of resources severely limited

relative to expected demands, this assumption should not be far from the

truth.

The total expected number of sorties that are unavailable (in the

air or being recovered) by the end of horizon i is the sum over each

horizon from r down to i of the product of sorties launched during the

horizon times the proportion of those sorties that have not yet returned

to the ready state. This number of sorties must be less than the total

number of aircraft, s. Then the set of r constraints (one for each

horizon) have the form:

r

aqijyj 1 s for (i - l,...,r)

Although only integer solutions to this progranming probleu. are desired,

in view of the other appro'imations being made, one should not object

to rounding fractions if s is not a small number.

An inconvenience arises because the objective function is non-

linear in the components of y., but this can be remedied by reformulating

the problem in terms of another set of variables. Suppose that Y is an

allocation vector. For each J, (j = l,...,r), define

if k < yj

zjk yj -k -I if y < k < y + 1

if y + 1 k
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Going the other way, given zjk (0 = l,...,r; k - t,...,s), then

yj I•zjk for (j =l..r

k-l

Also define

= i (t) W-j [(Lj for (J -I
jk =- ... ,r "

k ,

The variable z has a value of I if the kth sortie should be assigned

to the j horizon and 0 if not. The coefficient c jk is the incremental

value of assigning the kth sortie in the jth horizon.

Consider the linear programming problem:

maximize Z =E FC.kZjk ,

j=l k=1

r s

subject to Eqj zJ s (i =,--

j-i k-L

0 S z j 1 (j 3 ..... r;

k sl,...,s)

"In any reasonable situation, one would expect that C k ' cj(k-1)

(decreasing marginal utility of additional sorties), which would imply

that zj(k-i) 1 if z jk> 0. This assures us that a solution to the

above problem would not, for example, refuse to assign the twelfth

sortie and simultaneously indicate that thece should be a thirteenth

2 one, and that there would be at most one fractional z for any J.
jk

Then the two programming problems are equivalent. Very efficient com-

puter codes for solving quite large linear programming problems exist.

and good methods for solving the "zero-one" problem are becoming avail-

able.

Forecasts of futuie mission requestb are incorporated into JUDGE

through the specification of request rates and the joint distributions

of the mission characteristics v and p for each horizon. These are
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used directly in computing the dispatching rtle and indirectly in

plinniag, since the planning technique uses the dispatching calculation.

In an implementation of JUDGE, it is likely that the planning com-

putation would be carried out several times in the course of a single

day, perhaps at the beginning of each horizon. This would make it

possible to incorporate forecast modifications if they were indicated

after the beginning of a day. It would also permit the system to adapt

to the recovery of aircraft that have been dispatched in earlier horizons.

When redoing the planning calculation, the current fleet status would be

incorporated into the constraint set of the linear program, and the new

forecasts wold be used in the dispatching computations that provide the

objective function.

Although a formal forecasting system for JUDGE has not yet been

developed, experience in previous days, modified by knowledge of daily

plans, should provide reasonable estimates of future demands.

A Numerical Example of the Dispatching Computation

A computer program that can calculate the dispatching rule for

simple examples has been written in order to examine certain aspects of

the dispatching rule. This program generated the data for Fig. 2. In

the interest of simplicity, the program was designed to operate with a

simpler mission value and probability structure than that described pre-

viously. Instead of working with an analytical formulation of u(x:v,p)

and a joint distribution of v and p, the program can accommodate up to

eight arbitrary mission value functions in the form of a table. These

functions are indexed by a single parameter. The distribution functions

F and G are replaced by a set of up to eight probabilitie, representing

a distribution over the indices of the mission value functions.

For the numerical results to be discussed, eight mission value

functions were used. None gave an improvement in immediate reward for

more than eight sorties or offered a reward greater than 8.0 when the

maximum of eight sorties was dispatched. All results are based on

boundary conditions of Wn (0) 0 0; n was carried up to 48 aircraft, and

t was taken to 5.0 hours. The data used to plot the left side of Fig. 2

represent a portion of the results for the particular case of N 6.0

i- ~ - -
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requests per hour. (The time units are rather arbitrary; by relabel-

ing the time scale this would be equivalent to a two-hour horizon with

a request rate of 15 per hour, or any other combination for which the

expected number of requests in the horizon is 30.)

The primary outputs of the program are the solutions to the value

equations and the dispatching rule in the form of a three-dimensional

table. This table specifies the number of aircraft to be sent as a

function of: the number of remaining sorties, the time left in the

horizon, and the index number of the mission value function appropriate

to the request. In addition, the program has the ability to test the

dispatching rule with sequences of requests generated by the Monte

Carlo method.

Table I illustrates how the dispatching rule behaves with respect

to a particular type of mission request (i.e., a fixed mission value

function) as the request rate, number of sorties available, and time

remaining are varied. The sequence of appropriate dec ;ions as a

function of time is given for three values of X and six v.lues of n.

As one would expect, the generosity with ui :raft increases with the

number of sorties left and as the end of the horizon approaches, but

decreases with higher request rates.

Table 1

NUMBER OF AIRCRAFT TO DISPATCH FOR A SELECTED REQUEST TYPE

Ti~ie Left ___n - 7 n - 15 n 23 n- 31 n* 39 n_- 47Z6E Horizon A 4.0 6.0 8.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 4.01 6.0 8.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 4.0 6.0 8.0

0.2 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
0.4 7 5 5 8 K 8 8 8 8 8 818 8 8 8 8 8 8
0.6 5 5 0 8 7 7 8 8 8 4 8 8 8 8 8 88
n. 5 0 8 7 5 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 q 8 8 a
1.0 4 7 5 1 8 8 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 & 8 81,2 0o o 8 / 8 /5 8 8 8 8 8 8
1.4 5 0 8 7 1 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
1.6 5 8 4 0 8 8 4 8 8 8 8 b 8
1.8 3 8 1 8 8 1 8 8 ! 8 8 8
2.0 I 0 7 0 8 6 0 8 8 4 8 818
2.2 6 8 3 8 8 0 8 8.8
2.4 4 8 0 8 8 8 8 3
2.6 2 8 8 5 8 0
2.8 0 8 8 1 8
3.0 6 8 0 8 6
3.2 4 8 8 33.4 1 7 8 03.6 05
3.8 3

• 4.0 G I4.2 0 0

4.44.21 I
.4.6 I I I I 0
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The data of Table 2 are the result of a Monte Carlo experiment

designed to cxamine the sensitivity of the dispatching rule to errors

in forecasting the request rate. Five values of X were used. The

column labeled "Rule Value" contains the values of W4 8 (5.0) obtained

from the value equation in the process of calculating the rules. When

the forecast is accurate, these numbers represent the expected total

value of all requests satisfied. The remaining column headings indxcate

the actual rates that governed the arrival of mission requests in the

Monte Carlo tebts. The entries in these columns are the averages of

values actually attained for missions dispatched for the indicated

combinatious of forecasted and actual rates. Within each column, the

highest score was obtained when the forecast was correct, but it also

appears that the dispatching rule can tolerate fairly high forecast

errors without a great deal of degradation in the performance measure.

Table 2

VALUES ATTAINED FOR VARIOUS FORECASTED AND ACTUAL REQUEST RATES

Rule Actual Request Rate
X Value 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 12.0

2.0 46.6 45.7 60.4 62.4 64.2 66.0
4.0 61.7 42.9 61.2 66.9 71.1 73.9
6.0 68.5 39.0 59.2 68.7 73.0 78.9
8.0 73.7 36.3 56.6 68.0 73.3 81.9

12.0 83.1 30.2 51.1 62.5 70.6 83.4

An interesting feature of the dispatching rule is suggested by

Fig. 3, obtalied from the Monte Carlo experiments. On this diagram are

plotted the inventories of remaining sorties as functions of time for

various actual request rates when the rule used was calculated from a

forecasted request rate of 6.0. The rule seems to have a built-in

ability to correct itself. When demands are very high, the number of

sorties available eeopped rapidly, causing the criteria for dispatching

a given number of sorties to become more stringent. Thus, even when

the request rate is badly underestimated, some resources are still con-

served throughout most of the horizon.

- L

'1 i i ii i
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Fig. 3 -- Depletion of aircraft for various request rates under
rule based on forecasted rate of 6.0
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IV. EMPIRICAL STUDIES

The preceding discussion has shown how explicit values of possible

mission outcomes can be used to make mission-dispatching decisions. It

has assumed that such values can be obtained. In a sense, the truth of

the assumption is self-evident. A man, presented with a table in which

a set of such values is to be entered, can easily be persuaded to enter

numbers. The question is not whether such numbers can be obtained, but

whether they are appropriate bases for decision. A general and abstract

discussion of this and some related questions is reserved for the con-

clusion of this Memorandum.

Situations exist in which an appropriate external standard of value

can be defined. One necessary, though far from sufficient, property that

judged values should have if they are to be appropriate bases for decision

is that they should in such situations agree reasonably well with the ex-

ternal standard. A study exhibiting that property is described below.

Another possible criterion for appropriateness of judged values is

that judges should agree. But this criterion is tricky. Taken literally,

it denies the obvious truth that men may disagree about values even when

they know the same facts. Still, a syblem whose performance depends en-

tirely on the identity of its value judgi is uncomfortably subjective--

though perhaps realistically so.

One way out of the dilemma is to exclude the man from the definition

of the system by saying that the system exists for the purpose of imple-

menting its value judge's values as effectively as possible. If human

values in fact differ in irreconcilable ways, no other position is possible,

since all decision systems must be based on human values in one way or

another. But the facts may permit a less subjective resolution of the

problem. Presumably training should serve to create a communality of

values. If so, men should agree to some extent on their value judgments

if they have been trained at all, and the extent of that agreement should
be an increasing function of the amount and communality of their training

and experience. If this kind of agreement is desired, then an appropriate

performance criterion for JUDGE (or perhaps for the larger system, includ-

ing selection and training procedures for its value Judges, in which JUDGE

is embedded) would be that it enhances this kind of agreement, as cumpared
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with its competitors. This is, of course, a property that can be

studied in experiments and simulations.

This section presents the results of two studies: an experiment

on methods for collecting value judgments, and a field study permitting

some comparison of JUDGE with current procedures not based on explicit

value judgments.

The basic idea of JUDGE leaves unanswered many questions about

best system design. To provide a vehicle for answering such questions

(especially those about the effect of operator training and experience

on JUDGE's performance) and to permit more extensive comparison of

JUDGE with current procedures than was possible in the field study, a

laboratory simulation of a TAC control system environment is necessary.

THE METHODOLOGY EXPERIMENT

An experiment was run to determine the best procedure for asking

human subjects for value judgments. Three procedures were used to

estimate the prices of used automobiles.

I. Ratio. The subject said how many times more or less valuable
a car was than a carefully defined standard car, by placing a
mark on a scale having the digits 1 through 5 logarithmically
spaced on it, and checking beside the word MORE or LESS to
indicate the directinn of the judgment.

2. Difference. The subject said how much more or less valuable
a car was than the standard car, by placing a mark on a scale
the same size as the one for ratio judgments, but with figures
of $500 to $2000 linearly spaced on it, and marking MORE or
LESS to indicate the direction of the judgment. Both this
scale and the ratio one were open ended at the top. The
standard car was the same one used in the ratio procedure.

3. Direct. The subject simply estimated the value of the car he
was judging.

The stimulus material consisted of four equivalent sets of 10 auto-

mobiles, ranging in retail price from about $500 to about $4500 in the

Kelly Blue Book, and described as they would be in an advertisement for

used cars. One car, priced at $1800, was included on all four lists,

and was used as the standard in the two procedures that required one.

A fourth task, that of paired comparisons, was administered to the sub-

jects, but the results from this task are not reported here. (The
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laboriousness of paired comparisons precludes their use in systems re-

quiring numerous human judgments.)

The subjects, 40 volunteer college students who were paid

for their two hours of participation in the experiment, were randomly

divided into four groups. Each group received a different pairing of

the four procedures with the four groups of cars. Thus each subject

used all procedures and judged all cars, making a total of 40 judgments.

The combination of groups of subjects, procedures, list of cars, and

order of presentation was specified by a Greco-Latin square design so

that all order effects and effects -f combinations of procedures and

lists of cars would be completely counterbalanced.

The subjects' responses were transformed into dollar values. For

the ratio procedure, this was done by zultiplying the Blue Book value

of the standard by the subject's judgment for the other car. For the

difference procedure, the subject's judgment for the other car was added

to or subtracted from the Blue Book value of the standard. For the di-

rect estimation procedure, the ratio of the subject's estimates for the

other car and for the standard car was calculated, and then processed

by the same procedure used for the ratio scale estimates. (This served

to adjust the direct estimates for a form of individual bias.) The per-

formance measure was the mean square error for each subject on the nine

cars he judged by each procedure, the error being the difference between

the estimated dollar value and the"true" Blue Bock value.

An analysis of variance was performed on these error scores. The

Greco-Latin square design of course precludes calculation of variance es-

timates for interactions. None of the methodological variables (groups

of subjects, lists of cars, and order of presentation) produced any

systematic difference. The effect of scaling procedure was highly

significant; inspection of means confirms this conclusion. The mean

squared error (times 10- 5) for the ratio procedure was 31.86; for the

difference procedure, 6.62; and for the direct estimation procedure, 8.37.

On the basis of these results, the difference procedure was chosen

for use in the field study described below. Although it and the direct

procedure are equally attractive on the basis of these data, the avail-

ability of a ratural scale of value (that is, dollars) for used cars makes

the direct procedure more appropriate for them than it would be in general.
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To estimate the overall reliability of the groups ot subjects, we

calculated the product-moment correlation coefficients between the

values obtained by each procedure and the Blue Book values. fable 3

shows the means over subjects within procedures and the standard devia-

tions for the three procedures. Note that the correlations are grati-

fyingly high. This -sans not only that the subjects agreed well with

the Blue Book, but also that they agreed well with one another.

As a further check on intersubject agreement, we calculated product-

moment correlations between all possible pairs of subjects within each

group of ten subjects. The means and standard deviations of these cor-

relations are shown in Table 4. The size of these numbers is evidence

of the high reliability of the estimation process.

Table 3

MEAN PRODUCT-MOMENT CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN
ESTIMATED AND ACTUAL VALUES OVER SUBJECTS

WITHIN PROCEDURES

Ratio Direct Difference

M a M a M a

.894 .066 .810 .074 .819 .084

.787 .116 .900 .046 .729 .150

.822 .105 .886 .132 .919 .051

.887 .078 .927 .135 .926 .051

Table 4

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR PRODUCT MOMENT CORRE-
LATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN ALL SUBJECT PAIRS

WITHIN EACH GROUP OF TEN SUBJECTS

Ratio Direct Difference

M a M a M q

.779 .114 .800 .113 .789 .115

.709 .157 .849 .086 .712 .130
S665 .192 .769 .166 .887 .063

rAP .824 .090 .925 .043 .876 .062

K••

El
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THE FIELD STUDY

The field study was performed to explore techniques for obtaining

value judgments in relatively realistic situations, and to examine

JUDGE's performance based on those value judgments. The exercise,

carried out in a classroom-like situation, used scenario materials

based on an unclassified lesson plan developed at the U.S. Army Command

and General Staff College at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. Seventeen Air

Force officers familiar with tactical air warfare served as subjects.

These were a group of Forward Air Controllers and Air Liaison Officers

stationed at Cannon Air Force Base in Clovis, New Mexico.

The subjects were given a brief description of the political situation

leading to the hypothetical conflict, and a detailed description of the

battle situation was given using a large scale map. The battle was set

in Southeast Asia, and involved three divisions of allied forces opera-

ting against a roughly comparable enemy force. The subjects completed

the entire experiment described in the remainder of this paragraph in

a single three-hour session. The experiment was concerned with two

successive days of a battle, and two hours of each of these days were

simulated. Each two-hour period is referred to as a "situation" in the

experimental design. Additional narrative material provided the tran-

sition from the first to the second day.

During each simulated two-hour period, a sequence of targets was

presented, one at a time. A target report was a printed form giving

a description of the target, its location, the source of the report;

for the DASC system, a mission effectiveness function and the time of

the report were also included. A sample target report for the DASC

system appears as Fig. 4. For the DASC portions of the experiment,

subjects were told that the mission effectiveness function associated

with a particular target embodied all relevant information concerning

aircraft and ordnance performance. The graph of a mission effective-

ness function indicates the probability that the target will be destroyed

or, in the case of a distributed target, the portion of the target ex-

pected to be destroyed as a function of the number of aircraft dispatched.

DASC is the authors' abstraction of the current operating system.
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TAC TARGET

CLOSE AIR SUPPORT

Tarow No. Coodinates: Location:

A - 0 T 1019 Sadao

k Pu"ed by: Tim.:
2nd and 3rd Bde. advanced elements 0900

Description: Advanced elements under attack by enemy tank

platoon. Attack consists of five tanks, type

unknown, with 105mm guns and heavy x.g. 's mounted.

MISSION EFFECTIVENESS TABLE

196 97 o

,go

83

30
7'

*60

'so

S 40 - 3

30

Is

I---I II I I
0 2 4 6 1 10 12 14 1s

Number of A/C on mision

Fig. 4 -- Target report for DASC

4 m mmm m mmm mm
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To compare JUDGE with sortie allocations made in the usual way

(the DASC system), the subjects were exposed to each battle situation

twice. Acting as decision makers in the DASC system, the subjects

allocated specific numbers of sorties against the tacgets as they

appeared; acting as value estimators in the JUDGE system, they assigned

values to the targets as they appeared. The subjects were instructed

to try not to let their responses under one operating mode affect their

decisions ander the other. Two groups of subjects were formed and the

ordering of systems was counterbalanced as shown below.

Situation I Situation 2

Order 1 2 3 4-

Group I DASC JUDGE JUDGE DASC

Group 2 JUDGE DASC DASC JUDGE

Before operating in the DASC mode, the subjects were told that

they had 40 sorties to dispatch in the two-hour situation and that they

should expect to receive requests at the rate of about ten per simulated

hour. (The actual times on the target reports were selected by a random

process which yielded 18 targets for the first situation and 22 targets

for the second.) Six different mission effectiveness functions of the

form J(x) - I - (1 - p) were used and were displayed to the subjects

during the instructional period. The subjects were told that the dis-

tribution of effectiveness functions over targets would be uniform.

For the JUDGE task, the target described in Fig. 4 was used as a

standard. The subjects were to associate a value of 100 with this target

and to consider an utterly worthless target as having a value of 0. All

other targets were to be valued relative to these fixed numbers. The

value to be judged was the importance of destroying the target.

To convert the subjects' value responses into dispatch decisions,

a computer program was written to calculate the JUDGE dispatching rule.

This program treats the prior distributions of value judgments and

mission effectiveness functions as independent. In testing the JUDGE

system, two different value distributions have been employed. Distri-

bution U is a uniform (rectingular) distribution with a range of values

- -~ -

1

|
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between 0 and 150; distribution T is triangular with a mode of 0 and

gives nonzero probabilities for values up to 225. Both of these one-

parameter distributions have means of 75, their major characteristics

are shown in Table 5. Distribution U was chosen because of its sim-

plicity, while distribution T was suggested by observing a histogram

of all value responses obtained in the field study. This histogram was

constructed with very broad intervels to smooth over subject preferevces

for certain round numbers.

Table 5

PRIOM DISTRIBUTIONS OF VALUES USED FOR JUDGE

Distribution U (Uniform) T (Triangular
with mode 0)

Density Function for (0' v 4c) (1 - v) for (0 %v •c)
c C C

Mean 75 S 3 75
2 3

Standard Deviation 43.3 = 53.0
__ __ __ Z/3 312

As a prior estimate for the distribution of mission effectiveness

functions over targets in each situation, we used the actual distribution

taken over both situations. This distribution assigned nearly equal

probabilities to the six functions and was not exactly correct for

either situation I or 2. In addition, the program was supplied with

the forecasted rate of 10 requests per hour, the horizon length of two

hours, and the initial availability of 40 sorties.

For each simulated time point, t, at which a target was presented

during the DASC phases of experiment, a vector of values, W (t),

- (m - 0,2,...,40) was stored. Given a subject's sequence of value

judgments, the corresponding JUDGE dispatches can then be easily cal-

culated. In both systems, missions were required to have multiples of

two aircraft.
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The means and standard deviations of the subjects' value responses

are tabulated in Table 6. Comparing these data vith the information

in Table 5 indicates that both of our prior value distributions were

in considerable error for many of the subjects. To be useful, however,

JUDGE must be robust against forecast errors.

.able 6

HfANS AND STAEMAIM DL•MATIOES OF VALUE JUDGHEWS

Aituation 1 Situatiom 2

Group Subj Mean Std-Dev Mean Std-Dev

i 1 55.8 47.7 58.3 45.5
2 120.0 51.6 122.9 58.4
3 68.1 58.8 92.5 68.8
4 67.8 63.1 106.9 82.2
5 85.0 41.8 84.6 59.4

1.3 45.6 45.0 53.8 59.9
14 47.5 49.2 58.1 48.8
15 82.8 52.6 96.0 66.1
16 75.2 36.0 90.4 23.5
17 71.7 58.5 72.5 55.7

Mean 72.0 50.4 83.6 56.8
Std-Dev 20.5 7.9 21.6 14.8

2 6 124.2 54.1 120.2 40.6
7 106.9 44.7 95.0 30.0
8 65.6 27.7 69.8 36.3
9 96.7 54.4 60.6 29.4

10 68.6 23.3 80.6 35.1
11 91.1 32.3 76.2 41.9
12 57.5 51.9 53.1 39.6

Mean 87.2 41.2 79.3 36.1
Std-Dev 22.5 12.2 20.9 4.6

Grand
Mean 78.2 46.6 81.1 48.3

Std-Dev 22.6 10.9 21.4 15.5

Comparison of ,J")GE and DASC

To provide a basis for a meaningful comparison of JUDGE and DASC,

we examined two other dispatching rules. One was a theoretical optimum,

the best that could have been done with perfect foreknowledge of the

*1
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incidence and value of all requests during the two-hour period. In

the absence of such perfect foreknowledge. this optimum is of course

unattainable. To calculate the perfect sequence of dispatching

decisions, pairs of planes were assigned to targets in order of de-

creasing marginal utility, ignoring the sequence in which the targets

arrived, until all planes were used up. This optimum differs from one

subject to another, since it is based on value judgments.

The other dispatching rule wýs first-come, first-served (FCFS).

We recognized that any dispatching rule, no m.atter how absurd, would

be certain to obtain some expected utility if it dispatched aircraft

at all. Only improvements over some minimal performance level should

be given credit. So to specify such a minimal system, we chose to

dispatch planes four at a time to all targets until planes were ex-

hausted.

Table 7 shows the results fsr situation 1, and Table 8 for

situation 2. The first five columns contain the expected utilities

earned by FCFS, DASC, JUDGE(U), JUDGE(T), and the optimum system for

eac' subject, based on each individual's value judgments. The column

headings JUDGE(U) and JUDGE(T) are, respectively, JUDGE computed with

the U and T value distributions described in Table 5. The last three

columns contain relative effectiveness numbers for DASC and the two

versions of JUDGE. For each subjec., they are calculated by treating

the expected utility obtained by FCFS as 0 and the expected utility

obtained by the perfect system as 1. With this definition of the

origin and a unit of measurement of the utility function, DASC per-

forms about 50 percent as well as the unattainable optimum, while

JUDGE performs about 90 percent as well as the perfect system.

The large discrepancy between JUDGE and DASC indicates, as

expected, that JUDGE is much more efficient in implementing a subject's

values than the subject is himself. JUDGE separates the evalua in

portion of the dispatching task (the portion that depends on human

expertness) from the decision making portion, which, given the value

A judgments, is a difficult computational task that a computer can

perform more etfectively than a man.
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Table 7

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE: SITUATION 1

Expected Utility Effectiveness

Subj FCFS DASC JUDGE(U) JUDGE(T) Optimum DASC JUDGE(U) JUDGE(T)

1 238 395 450 447 480 0.65 0.88 0.86
2 351 419 532 548 619 0.26 0.68 0.74
3 251 333 449 445 459 0.40 0.95 0.94
4 193 297 398 394 417 0.46 0.92 0.90
5 341 435 531 530 530 0.50 1.00 1.00
6 329 730 772 779 850 0.77 0.85 0.86
7 470 651 754 774 777 0.59 0.92 0.99
8 246 352 439 439 441 0.54 0.99 0.99
9 374 545 662 652 674 0.57 0.96 0.93

10 224 325 404 395 433 0.48 0.86 0.82
11 342 471 578 579 594 0.52 0.94 0.94
12 177 249 404 408 420 0.30 0.94 0.95
13 171 15q 346 342 375 -0.06 0.86 0.97
14 310 472 465 462 497 0.86 0.83 0.81
15 249 329 466 451 496 0.33 0.88 0.82
16 290 377 467 464 499 0.42 0.85 0.83
17 1368 376 509 512 543 0.05 0.8i 0.62

Mean 0.448 0.888 0.893

Table 8

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE: SITUATION 2

Expected Utility ...... Effectiveness

Subj FCFS DASC JUDGE(U) JUDGE(T) Optimum DASC JUDGE(U) JUDGE(T)

1 328 410 436 461 467 0.59 0.78 0.96
2 514 629 666 708 769 0.45 0.60 0.76
3 362 493 539 550 563 0.65 0.88 0.94
4 410 536 592 605 629 0.58 0.83 0.89
5 374 442 563 562 603 0.30 0.82 0.82
6 492 658 769 783 841 0.48 0.80 0.84
7 389 581 683 694 695 (.63 0.96 1.00
8 310 456 510 524 536 0.64 0.86 0.95
9 275 331 411 408 424 0.38 0.91 0.89

10 313 510 552 575 575 0.75 0.91 1.00
11 282 323 488 479 488 0.20 1.00 0.96
12 176 250 296 282 296 0.62 1.00 0.88
13 292 325 427 461 461 0.20 0.80 1.00
14 241 496 499 489 536 0.86 0.88 0.84
15 383 454 551 580 626 0.29 0.69 0.81
16 432 488 603 599 616 0.30 0.93 0.90
17 247 494 555 ',59 567 0.77 0.96 1.00

Mean 0.511 0.861 0.908
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It is important that DASC, while much inferior to JUDGE, is more

superior to FCFS. Since the scores justifying this assertion are basea

on the value judgments, this finding means that the DASC decisi.ms are

by no means unrelated to the JUDGE value judgments. It is reasonable

to believe that each subject's JUDGE dispatches and his DASC dispatches

are attempts to implement the same set of values; the JUDGE dispatches

are stw. ly more effective at doing so.

An incidental observation makes the same point. One of the authors,

familiar with the stimuli ahead of time, ani with complete knowledge

of the scoring rules, performed the role of a subject twice. Though he

attempted to make DASC dispatches that would produce high scores, his

data closely resembled that reported in Tables 7 and 8. It is simply

difficult to translate a vaiue system into dispatching decisions, and

JUDGE does it much better than men can.

That JUDGE(U) and JUDGE(T) a:e so nearly alike indicates that the

dispatching rule is quite robust a',ainst errors in forecasting the dis-

tribution of value judgments.

We attempted to scale the subjects' situation 2 responses based

on their situation 1 value judgments to see if the effectiveness of

JUDGE could be improved by making a subject's distribution of value

Judgments correspond more closely to the forecasted distribution.

Since there was a considerable degree of correlation between the sub-

ject's means and standard deviations between the two situations, it is

reasonable to suppose that it would be profitable to modify a subject's

responses using statistics obtained from observing him at an earlier

time. The mean and standard deviation of distribution U are 75 and

43.3 respectively. Suppose that a particular subject's mean and

standard deviation in situation 1 were m and s. Letting x represent

a response in situation 2, an adjusted response for that target was

computed by the formula

Xadj (xm)+ 75.

SThis sirqle adjustment is just a stretching (or compressing) and a

movement of the origin of the subject's response scale based on his

This sim~~le adjustment isjs tecig(rcmrsig n
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previous responses.

The application of this adjustment technique resulted in very

modest effectiveness increases for JUDGE(U). That the improvement

was only slight was to be expected from the already high effective-

ness of JUDGE and from the large amount of robustness already evident.

Intercorrelations Among Subjects' Scores

So far, evidence indicates thaL JUDGE implements each subject's

values better than his own decisions can. Ideally, we would like to

show the relation between an individual subject's value judgments and

some ultimate criterion of value, such as "winnin-, the war." Un-

fortunately, we do not know how to derive target values from any such

ultimate criterion. Indeed, if we could do so, such calculated values

rather than human judgments should be the values that JUDGE translates

into decisions.

Thus, no ultimate validation of JUDGE, or of any command system,

is possible. The philosophical basis for this conclusion is the subject

of the last section of this Memorandum. However, relevant questions

can be examined. For example, intra-subject and inter-subject reliability

are both relevant. If a subject's value judgments collected at one time

systematically differ from his value judgments for the same targets in

the same situation collected at a different time, there would be some

doubt about the appropriateness of implementing either set of values.

Unfortunately, the field study provides no information about intra-

subject reliability since Lhere was no replication. However, the use

of many subjects permits us to examine the extent to which one subject

agrees with another.

Table 9 presents the mean intercorrelations among suLjects within

groups and situations for three sets of nurTbers: DASC dispatching

decisions, value judgments, and JUDGE dispatching decisions based on

those judgments. Three points can be noted about these numbers. First,

they are all low. Clearly these subjects disagreed with one another

both about how valuable the targets were and about how many planes to

send against each. Second, in every case, the mean intercorrelation
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Table 9

AVERAGE CORRELATIONS OF SUBJECTS WITH ALL OTHER SUBJECTS

Situation I Situation 2

DASV JUDGE JUDGE DASC JUDGE JUDGE
Group Dispatches Values Dispatches Dispatches Values Dispatches

1 0.346 0.413 0.461 0.396 0.539 0.550
2 0.252 0.238 0.358 0.396 C 30 0.566

between JUDGE dispatching decisions is higher than that for the DASC

decisions and higher than that for the value jadgments on which they

are based. These decisions reflect not only those values, which differ

from subject to subject, but also mis'ion effectiveness functions and

times at which the requests arrived, both constant across F ibjects.

It is gratifying that the JUDGE intercorrelations are higher than those

for DASC. Perhaps the most suggestive feature of Table 9, however, is

that the mean intercorrelations for situation 2 are higher in all cases

-than those for situation 1, and JUDGE gains more than DASC. Clearly

learning is going on, and it seems unlikely that it has reached its

limits.

Further experimentation in a laboratory where greater demands on

a subject's time can be made is necessary to establish the upper limits

of learning and both kinds of reliability. The field study has estab-

lished that JUDGE works; it is much superior to DASC, and it is robust

against various kinds of deviations from prior expectation.
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V. GENERAL CO*IENTS ON VALUE-JUDGMENT-BASED

CONHAND SYSTEMS

As we worked on JUDGE, we found ourselvet strongly influenced by

a bet of philosophlal ideas about judgment-based systems in general.

These ideas have to do with the purpose, design, and evaluation of s-ch

systems. most of our ideas about the TAC problem follow from these

more general considerations--thoingh many of them could be justified

from other, less radical, points of view than the one we present here.

Since we have seen no other presentation of the position we have come

to, and indeed very little discussion of the issues underlying valida-

tion of command systems exists on paper, we have chosen to end this

Memorandum with a fairly extended discussion of these philosophical

questions.

We believe that all command systems are and must always be judg-

ment-based. A command system exists to make decisions. We find it

useful to distinguish between the decision, or selection of an action,

and the decision process. A decision process describes a complex se-

quence of events beginning with recognition that an action will have

to be selected, and ending with implementation of the selected action.

We believe that human judgments play an absolutely necessary role in

all decision processes, at least for decisions important •nd interesting

enough to concern command systems. Our goal is to analyze the decision

praLess into functions, to ascertain how and by what meane each function

should be performed, and to allocate those functions best performed by

men to men, and those best performed by machines to machines. The

assertion that all command systems are and must always be judgment-bised

means, then, that the set of functions best performed by men will never

turn out to be empty. One reason for that assertion is that command

systems exist to serve human purposes, and require men to specify what

those purposes are. We believe also that, at least for a long time to

come, men will be indispensable for a number of other functions in the

decision process, as the following discussion exhibits.

The fact that all command systems are judgment-based is often not

2xplicitly recognized because of a faulty definition of system boundaries.

*1
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The statement is sometimes v-de, for instance, that "the function of a

waand system is to help thc commander do his job." This is too narrow

a definftion of the system. In the definition that we consider appro-

priate, the coamandei is a part of the system, and the function of the

entire system, commander and all, is to make "the right decisions."

When is a decision right? Everyday evaluation of decisions is

usually done by comparing the choice actually made with the one that

would have been made either by the man doing the comparing or by some

appropriate authority. If the person making the comparison is the one

who made the decision, then most decisions are right by definition, and

this definition of rightness is uninteresting. If someone else judges

whether a decision is right or wrong, then when he says it is wrong we

hate two experts who disagree, and usually no satisfactory means of

resolving the disagreement.

The search for a way out of this impasse has characterized almost

all research on command systems. We feel that a departure is possible

only after radical redlefinition of what is meant by "right" in this

context. The remainder of this discussion presents our redefinition

and shows how to use it.

VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY

The notion that there is a right action, answer, diagnosis, or

other system output, and that the problem of system design is to devise

a system that produces this right output reminds us of the problem of

validating the design of intelligence tests or other personnel selection

instruments. The test designer may start out with the rather simple

idea that some abstract quantity like, say, intelligence exists and

that his task is to measure that quantity in the individuals he tests.

He develops a possible method for wo2asurement, and then must consider

whether or not it really measures what he hopes it measures. How can

he find out?

Two main approaches have been taken to the problem of validating

tests. One, the criterion-oriented approach, depends on comparing the

test under study wich some other, already available measure of the
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quantity to be measured. If test A is "known" to measure intelligence,

then test B can be considered valid if it correlates highly with test A.

In the case of intelligence tests, Binet s original idea was to use

success in school as his validating criterion.

Criterion-oriented validity has two major difficulties. One is

that most criteria are themselves suspect, either because they are of

doubtful relevance to the abstract entity to be measured (is success

in school really primarily a function of intelligence?) or because as

measures the criteria themselves have unattractive properties, such as

unreliability, or both. The other is that for most abstract entities

we might want to test (e.g., propensity to take risks) no appropriate

criterion is available.

Because of these difficulties, the testers have developed a second

and quite difterent approach to validity, which they call construct

validity. (There is yet another concept called content validity, having

to do with validating tests of mastery of a subject matter, but it can

be neglected here.) The basic idea of construct validity is that a

tept should make sense and data obtained by means of it should make

sense. One form of making sense s that different procedures that pur-

port to measure the same abstract quantity should co-vary. If one pro-

cedure is taken as a criterion for the other, this is simply criterion-

oriented validity. But even if neither procedure is taken as valid,

a priori, the tact that they correlate highly indicates that to some

extent they measure the same thing or closely related things. If, in

addition, the kind of underlying quantity that each might tap seems on

some a priori basis to be the same, then observation of covariation is

an instance of what has been called converging operations, and contri-

butes to validity. (The concept of construct validity is broader than

this description indicates; this discussion serves only to give its

flavor.)

A procedure (test, system, etc.), whether or not it is valid, should

certainly be reliable. This word, taken from test theory, is a bit too

specific for our purpose. We will say that a procedure should be in-

tellectually coherent. One requirement of intellectual coherence is

that repeated attempts to measure the same thing, or equivalent things,

--
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by means of the procedure should produce the same measurements. Another

requirement of coherence is that variables that seem irrelevant to the

procedure should not affect it.

Other requirements of coherence exist. For decision-making pro-

cedures, logical consistency is one of them. Thus if a decision-making

system prefers act A to act B and act B to act C, it should not prefer

act C to act A; it should be transitive. Similarly, it should exhibit

the properties known in decision theory as avoidance Af dominated strat-

egies, independence from irrelevant alternatives, and a few others.

A final class of ccherence requireents is harder to describe.

There are obvious expectations about the behaviors of certain systems.

An information processing system, for example, should not act as though

its odds for hypothesis A have been increased as a result of evidence

that clearly makes A less likely than it was before. Information that

an act has become more valuable than it was before should not cause a

decision-making system to become less likely that it was before to

choose that act.

Now that the concept of coherence has been introduced, it becomes

easier to tal about validity. Validation is simply establishing the

coherence of a procedure, or several procedures. Thus no sharp line

separates the concept of reliability from that of validity; both zon-

cepts refer to agreements among measures, and a continuum exists from

cases in which the measures essentially repeat the same procedure

(reliability) to cases in which ratber different procedures seem to

measure t0e same thing (validir

THE VALIDATION-TYPE RELIABILITY OF JUD2NTAL SYSTEMS

We assert that no external measure of the performance of a judgment-

based decision-making system is possible. Any such measure would have

to compare the decisions the system made with decisions made some other

way, and there would have to be some good reason to suppose that the

decisions made the other way were the right ones. But if we reject the

idea that the business of a decision-making sy'rom is to imitate some

individual's decisions (in which case the only point of building the
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system would be t- save the individual the trouble of making those

decisions himself), then no basis remains for asserting that the deci-

sions made by one procedure (e.g., by the commander) are inherently

appropriate simply because they were made by that procedure, regardless

of their content. An examination of the merit of decisions in terns of

their content is a matter of intellectual coherence or reliability, not

validity.

We assert also that intellectual coherence or reliability is very

measurable and is in fact what we want the output of a decision-making

system to have. The rest of this philosophical section concerns some

thoughts about how to obtain intellectual coherence in judgment-based

command systems, and how to establish that it has (or has not) been

obtained.

Before going on, however, we pause to answer a possible objection.

It is possible to think of command situations and systems within which

the quality of system performance is easily defined and easily measured.

From a too-superficial viewpoint one could argue, for example, that a

business management should maximize dollar reLurn and that dollar return

is easily measured. Actually, both of these statements are incorrect,

since most businesses have many goals other than maximum dollar return

(e.g., market position, stability of employment, maintenance of stock

value, image, etc.) and the accounting fictions underlying the defini-

tion of profit are the output of an elaborate and basically subjective

judgmental process. But lower-level command systems may have rather

acceptable external standards of quality of performance. The goal of

a cab dispatching system, for exaample, might be to minimize total cus-

tomer waiting time--an easily measured quantity.

But why is that goal appropriate, rather than some other, possibly

inconsistent goal, suc% as minimizing number of miles traveled by empty

cabs? We can think of no example in which the choice of goal, or of

weighting function by means of which to combine goals, is not a judg-

mental matter. So even command systems in which performance measures

are easily identified are inherently and essentially based on val-Je

Judgments--the value judgments that specify the system's goals.
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A TASK AtX&YSIS OF COMMN SYSTEMS

As we envision it, the l'asic function ot any command system is to

makt decisions. Te formal analysis of decision-making is extensive

and the basic principles are well understood. We will not review that

analysis here; such references as Luce and Raiffa (1957) present it.

Implementing that analysis in the system design Ss, we believe, neces-

sary to attain intellectual coherence, but far from easy. Table 10

presents a detailed breakdown of functional steps in implementing the

analysis, steps that must be performed in one way or another by any

comnand system. Table 10 also contains our opinions (very much subject

to modification) about whether each function should be performed by men,

machines, or both, and our opinions (firmer) about whether each function

should be performed at the moment of decision or in advance.

Functions 2 through 6 should be performed ahead of time if possible,

but it will nct always be possible. We are particularly interestCd in

functions 5 and 10, which along with function 2 (abcut which we know

nothing abstract) constitute the basic functions that men should per-

form in command systems. Functions 5 and 10 correspond to the two basic

variables of decision theor): utility and probability. (Functions 10

and 11, as stated, imply a point of view about how relevant probabili-

ties should be obtained in decision-making systems; systems -hat work

this way are called Probabilistic Information Processing or PIP systems,

gnd are discussed by Edwards and others. See Edwards, 1965; Edwards,

Lindman and Fnillips, 1964; Edwards and Phillips, 1964; Schum, Goldstein,

and Southard, 1966; Kaplan and Newman, 1966). Both of these quantities,

we assert, are inherently judgmental; the basic roles of men in command

systems are to make these judgments.

7WO PRINCIPLES FOR JUDGHM -BASED DECISION SYSTEM DESIGN

Table 10 implies two principles for the design of judgment-basedI' decision systems. These principles have somewhat the status of axioms;

they are fundamental to our argument, but not directly demonstrable.

A tWe will state and argue for them, but firm establishment of their appro-

priateness for guidance of sysLcm design must come from success of the

resulting systems.



Table 10

FUNCTrimS oF CIMHAM SYSTOS

Performed

Function Wy Vhen Performed

1. Rectnize that a decision problem

exists men ahead of time

2. Identify available acts men ahead of time A': possible

3. Identify relevant states that
determine payoff for acts men ahead of time if possible

4. Identify the value dimensions to
be aggregated into the payoff
matrix men ahead of time if poss!!ý'e

5. Judge the value of each outcome
on each dimension men ahead of time if possible

6. Aggregate value judgments into a
composite payoff matrix machines ahead of time if ?ossible

7. Identify information sources
relevant to discrimination
among states men ahead of time

8. Collect data from informaticn
sturces both at moment of decision

9. Filter data, put into standard
format, and display to likeli-
hood estimator both at moment of decision

1C. Estimate likelihood ratios (or
some other quantity indicating
the impact of the datum on the
hypotheses) men at moment of decisa.on

11. Aggregate impact estimates into
posterior distributions machines at moment of decision

12. Decide among acts by using prin-
ciple of maximizing expected
value machines at moment of decision

13. Implement the decision both at moment of decision

Principle 1

The judgments that men must make ýn decision systems should be

fragmented into relatively small, elementary parts when possible. We

see five advantages to using this principle.

1. It permits the automation of significant elements of the
decision-making task,
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2. It greatly simplifies the task of the human beings working
in the system, by reducing the difficulty of each judgment.

3. Because of 2, it reduces the difficulty of training the
system operators.

4. It permits allocation of -he judgment task to several men
rather than one; there is no requirement that all inforr-a-
tion must ultimately be evaluated by one man. In systems
with a high information load, this consideration alone
would be cnough to justify the principle.

5. Because of 1, it permits machine portions of the system
to monitor and insure intellectual coherences of various
kinds, either by checking judgments to insure coherence
or by performing operations according to rules that guar-
antee coherence.

Since the fifth point is crucial, it is appropriate to add that

examination of actual human decisions, in laboratory (see Edwards, 1954)

and other contexts, indicates that incoherences fre.,ently occur in

them. In fact, the known rules for inteilectual coherence of deci-

siorns are sufficiently demanding so that it is extremely difficult by

unaided intuition to make a reasonably large set of decisions with-

out violating some of them. So principle 1, properly applied, can be

expected to result in major gains in coherence.

Clearly the functional analysis of Table 10 and the use of prin-

ciple 1 are appropriate only if men can in fact perform fragmented

judgments effectively. In an important sense, it is self-evident that

they can, since men can and do generally make reasonably appropriate

decisions, and some version of each of the functions listed in Table 10

must be performed, implicitly or explicitly, befor. any decision can be

made. But it is not self-evident that men can perform such functions

explicitly, as is necessary to implement the phii.osophy of system design

implied by 7able 10. Principle 2 asserts that they can.

Princilde 2

Men can make explicit probability and valu2 judgm'e.nts, using appro-

priate response mechanisms and after appropriate training. Where ex-

ternal standard. of correctness of such judgments are available, human

judgments will usually be incorrect, but not severely so, and appropriate

system design can minimize such errors. Whether or not external stan-

dards of correctness are available, appropriately obtained judgments

will be relatively coherent,
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Principle 2 is an empirically cestable assertion, and a variety

of experimental evidence bears on it. Psychophysics is the branch of

psychology devoted to the extracý.Ion of human judgments about reason-

ably simple sensory events; a basic conclusion is that men make such

judgments very well indeed. (See Stevens and Galanter, 1957.) Recent

recearch on probability estimation indicates that men can judge re-

lative frequencies with great accuracy (Robinson, 1964; Shuford, 1961).

More complex probability judgments suffer fro an inherent deficiency

that has been named conservatirm; men are unable to extract from data

as much certainty as the data justify. (See Peterson and Miller, 1965;

Phillips, Hays, and Edwards, i966.) But human conservatism in proba-

bility estimation can be overcome by appropriate system design; that

is the point of thc! PIP system mentioned above. (See Edwards, Lindman,

and Phillips, 1964.) Evidence on human value judgments is sketchy and

fragmentary; such as it is, it indicates that men do rather well at

translating even rather complicated value systems inte numbers. (See,

for example, Yntema and Torgerson, 1961.)

But final justification of the use of Principles I and 2 tor

system design can come only from success of the re.iulting systems.

JUDGMENTAL SYSTEMS ARE SELF-VALIDATING

The arguments presented above have led us to a set of ideas

about how to design judgmental systems. One crucial feature of these

ideas is that explicit value or utility judgments lie at the core of

such systems. This fact has implications for the validation (in the

sense already defined) of such systems.

As we have pointed out, validation in a classical sense consists

of demonstrating coherence between the output of a system, in this

case decisions, rnd the comparable output of some otder system con-

sidered to be effective or valid. With decision systems, howeveL,

such acceptable external criteria are nonexistent. The usual expe-

dient is to use some wise and experienced decision-maker'4 judgments

as the criterion. However, unless the goal of the system is merely

to reproduce that man's decisions, this prc.edure is unsatisfactory--
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especially since any man's decisions are likely to be incoherent to

some extent.

As we have already acgued, intellectual coherence, taken over as

large a domain of thought az possible, is an alternative approach to

validation, avd the only approach available for the command systems of

interest here. And a variety of kinds of coherence are built into

the sort of judgmental system implied by Table 10.

Still other kinds of coherence can and should be examined by

means of research on any proposed conmand system; such research can

range from highly informal studies of system elemints to major rormal

simulations of the system as a whole.

In the particular case of decision systems based on value judg-

ments, a natural requirement of the system is that the decisions

should cause as much value as possible to accrue to the entity in

whoqe service the decisions are being made. Procedures internal to

the system will guarantee this, given that the value judgments made

by system operators are taken as the "true" values. The question of

whcther this criterion is met therefore reduces to two other questions.

Are value judgments reliable, from time to time within one judge or

from one judge to another? If not, can the unreliability be accounted

for as true differences in values, from time to time or from one

judge to another? This second question is bound to be a matter of

opinion, iince "true" values are inaccessible and perhaps undefined.

Still, the opinion need not be entirely unguided by data.

Obviously such questions of reliability will be extensiveiy

studied in the course of system design. So will other forms of in-

tellectual coherence. By the time any command system of the kind

implied by Table 10 has been tuliy designed, formal and empirical

information about the variou, relevant kinds of intellectual coherence

will have been built into the design details at almost every point.

Thus the design of such a system is self-validating, in a very im-

portant sense.

OG' course no validation is ultimate; each conclusion that a

sysLem is .tllid for its purpose means no more than that a decision

has been reached to pioceed to the next step in its design and use.
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Conclusions reached during system design concerni-ng the level of

quality to be expected in system performance will be modified or

replaced by conclusions based on the result of simulations; conclu-

sions based on simulations will be modified or replaced by conclu-

sious based on actual system use. And even actual use is not an

ultimate Lxiterion; each new use under aew conditions may require a

new judgment of system validity. Because, in the last analysis, all

we can ever r.- by stating that a procedure is valid is that, on the

basis ot what we k, -. ,, it makes sense.
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